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Abstract. After reviewing the theory of “causal fermion systems” (CFS theory)
and the “Events, Trees, and Histories Approach” to quantum theory (ETH ap-
proach), we compare some of the mathematical structures underlying these two
general frameworks and discuss similarities and differences. For causal fermion sys-
tems, we introduce future algebras based on causal relations inherent to a causal
fermion system. These algebras are analogous to the algebras previously introduced
in the ETH approach. We then show that the spacetime points of a causal fermion
system have properties similar to those of “events”, as defined in the ETH approach.
Our discussion is underpinned by a survey of results on causal fermion systems de-
scribing Minkowski space that show that an operator representing a spacetime point
commutes with the algebra in its causal future, up to tiny corrections that depend
on a regularization length.
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1. Introduction
Two fundamental problems in theoretical physics are (1) to find a formulation of
quantum theory (QT) incorporating a precise notion of events that leads to a solution
of the so-called measurement problem and (2) to construct a theory unifying General
Relativity (GR) and the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics. In this survey
we sketch two different theoretical frameworks designed to address one of these two
problems, each. Our goal is to work out the similarities and differences of the two
approaches. Indeed, when comparing their mathematical structures, we find rather
striking analogies and similarities. This is somewhat surprising, because the two frame-
works have been developed to solve different problems.
The two frameworks are the theory of “causal fermion systems” (in short CFS
theory) and the “Events, Trees, and Histories Approach” to quantum theory (ETH
approach). The central postulate of CFS theory is the “causal action principle,” from
which the classical field equations of GR and of the SM can be derived in the continuum
limit (see the textbook [15], the reviews [23, 21] or the website [1]). The theory thus
provides a unification of the weak, the strong and the electromagnetic forces with
gravity at the level of classical field theory. The approach also aims at incorporating
full Quantum Theory. For the time being, it has provided concise notions of “quantum
spacetime” and “quantum geometry” (see [20, 18]), and it has revealed connections
to Quantum Field Theory (see [13, 22]). A basic idea underlying this approach is to
describe all spacetime structures in terms of linear operators on a Hilbert space.
The central postulate of the ETH approach (as initiated in [32, 29, 28]) is the so-
called “Principle of Diminishing Potentialities” (PDP), which enables one to propose
a precise definition of isolated open systems, come up with a compelling notion of
events featured by such systems, and to understand the nature of the stochastic time
evolution of states in quantum theory. Among central ingredients of the ETH approach
are algebras, Eět, generated by bounded operators representing potential events that
may happen at or after some future time t. The ETH approach is intended to represent
a completion of QT enabling one to solve fundamental conceptual problems, such as
the infamous measurement problem.
The two frameworks, CFS theory and the ETH approach, show striking similarities
at the conceptual level and in their mathematical structure. A basic idea inherent in
the ETH approach, but not fully understood at present, is that spacetime is woven
by events, in a sense first suggested by Leibniz: Spacetime and its causal structure
encode the location of events and relations among events. In a relativistic formulation
of the ETH approach, an event is represented by an orthogonal projection localized
in a spacetime cell (see Definition 3.4). Similarly, in CFS theory, spacetime structures
are described in terms of “relations among operators.” More precisely, each space-
time point is described by an operator on a Hilbert space, and spacetime as well as
all structures therein (like the geometry and matter fields) are derived from these op-
erators by using, for example, spectral properties of products of such operators (see
Section 2.1). Among similarities between the mathematical structures underlying CFS
theory and the ETH approach, we note that operator algebras play somewhat analo-
gous roles in the two frameworks and that the operators describing spacetime points
of a causal fermion system are reminiscent of the operators representing events in the
ETH approach.
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Our goal in this survey is to identify and discuss similarities and differences between
the two approaches. We start our analysis by presenting brief, but concise introduc-
tions to the two frameworks, which serve a two-fold purpose. First, they are supposed
to make this paper understandable to readers who are not familiar with either frame-
work; and, second, they facilitate a comparison between the two frameworks, the ETH
approach and CFS theory. A rather substantial effort is devoted to a detailed com-
parison of the mathematical structures underlying the two frameworks and of the way
dynamics is treated. This can be considered to be the central purpose of our sur-
vey. A discussion of some recent mathematical results for causal fermion systems in
Minkowski space complements the comparison of CFS theory with the ETH approach.
We emphasize up front that we have not succeeded and do not intend to merge CFS
theory with the ETH approach. However, in Section 6, the prospects for success of a
research program are discussed that attempts to embed both these frameworks in a
common one that encompasses them both. We hope that this survey will stimulate
further research in this direction.
Organization of the paper. In the Section 2, we outline the theory of causal fermion
systems. In Section 3, we present an introduction to the ETH approach to QT. In
Section 4, we attempt to compare, step by step, the structures underlying CFS theory
and the ETH approach to QT. In Section 5, we sketch some recent results in the
analysis of causal fermion systems in Minkowski space. In Section 6, we conclude
our analysis with some speculations about how incompatibilities between the present
formulations of CFS theory and the ETH approach to QT might be eliminated, and in
which direction one might search for a larger theoretical framework unifying the two
theories.
2. Basics on Causal Fermion Systems
2.1. General Setup. Assuming that many readers are not familiar with causal fermion
systems, we give a brief overview of the basic concepts of the theory and explain how
they relate to physical concepts familiar to most readers. For a more detailed intro-
duction tailored to the taste of physicists, see [23, 16]. Reference [14] might be a good
starting point for mathematicians. A comprehensive treatment of the theory is given
in the textbook [15].
A basic goal at the root of the theory of causal fermion systems is to encode space-
time, its entire geometrical structure as well as matter in a measure defined on a
family of symmetric operators acting on a Hilbert space. We start our discussion by
presenting the abstract definition of a causal fermion system.
The algebra of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space H is denoted by LpHq.
Definition 2.1. Let pH, x.|.yHq be a Hilbert space. Given a natural number n P N (a
parameter called “spin dimension”), we define a set F Ă LpHq by
F :“
!
x P LpHq |x has the properties:
§ x is selfadjoint and has finite rank
§ x has at most n positive and at most n negative eigenvalues
)
.
Let ρ be a measure on F. We refer to pH,F, ρq as a causal fermion system.
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The connection of this definition to physics is not at all obvious. For this reason, we
explain its basic ingredients and their physical interpretation. In Section 2.2 the con-
nection of causal fermion systems to physics is explained for the example of Minkowski
space.
The measure ρ associates to subsets Ω Ă F a non-negative number, their “vol-
ume” ρpΩq. The introduction of this measure has two purposes.
(i) It gives rise to a notion of spacetime. To this end, we introduce the notion of
support1, of ρ,
M :“ suppρ .
Points of M are called spacetime points, and M is referred to as the spacetime
of the causal fermion system pH,F, ρq.
(ii) Second, ρ defines a volume element on spacetime: for Ω Ă M , ρpΩq can be
thought of as the volume of Ω, thus generalizing the usual four-dimensional
volume of a subset in spacetime.
The notion of spacetime introduced here turns out to be quite different from standard
Lorentzian spacetime. Many familiar features, such as the one of a smooth structure,
metric, etc. are absent in the notion of spacetime used in the theory of causal fermion
systems. Spacetime points x, y, . . . in M Ă LpHq of a causal fermion system are
linear operators on H, and hence they encode much richer information, namely the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of x, than a traditional spacetime point. This additional
information is supposed to encapsulate the entire structure of spacetime and matter.
In order to convince readers that the notion of spacetime and spacetime points used
in the theory of causal fermion systems is sensible, one should show how, starting
from the abstract definition of a causal fermion system, one can recover, in suitable
limiting regimes, the usual structures defined on Lorentzian spacetime. To this end,
given a causal fermion system, one constructs various mathematical objects that are
inherent in the sense that they only require information encoded in the data, pH,F, ρq,
defining the causal fermion system. One then shows that, in some well-defined limiting
regime, these objects correspond to ones that are familiar when one deals with a
Lorentzian spacetime. Such constructions are carried out in detail in [15]. They give
rise to structures such as spin spaces and mathematical objects such as wave functions,
connection and curvature. In what follows, we only discuss those objects and structures
that are essential for the analysis presented in this paper.
In order to define a causal structure on spacetime, we study the spectral properties
of the operator product xy, where x and y are spacetime points in M Ă F. Note that
this operator product is an operator of rank at most 2n, where n is the spin dimension
of F; in general it is not symmetric (because pxyq˚ “ yx ‰ xy unless the operators
commute) and, thus, it is not an element of F. We denote the non-trivial eigenvalues
of xy, counting algebraic multiplicities, by λxy1 , . . . , λ
xy
2n P C. More precisely, denoting
the rank of xy by k ď 2n, we denote by λxy1 , . . . , λ
xy
k all the non-zero eigenvalues of
xy and set λxyk`1, . . . , λ
xy
2n “ 0. These eigenvalues give rise to the following notion of a
causal structure.
1The support of a measure is defined as the complement of the largest open set of measure zero,
i.e.,
supp ρ :“ Fz
ď 
Ω Ă F
ˇˇ
Ω is open and ρpΩq “ 0
(
.
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Definition 2.2. Two points x, y P F are said to be$’’’&’’’%
spacelike separated if |λxyj | “ |λ
xy
k | for all j, k “ 1, . . . , 2n
timelike separated if λxy1 , . . . , λ
xy
2n are all real
and |λxyj | ‰ |λ
xy
k | for some j, k
lightlike separated otherwise .
More specifically, two points are lightlike separated if not all the eigenvalues have the
same absolute value and if not all of them are real. This notion of causality does not
rely on an underlying metric. Yet, it reduces to the causal structure of Minkowski
space or of curved spacetime in certain limiting regimes (for Minkowski space, see [15,
Section 1.2] and Section 2.2; for curved spacetime, see [18]).
A causal fermion system introduces an arrow of time. It is convenient to use the
notation
Sx :“ range of x “ xpHq Ă H a subspace of dimension ď 2n (2.1)
πx : H Ñ Sx Ă H orthogonal projection onto Sx . (2.2)
The space Sx is referred to as the spin space at the point x. This definition enables us
to introduce the functional
C : M ˆM Ñ R , Cpx, yq :“ i tr
`
y x πy πx ´ x y πx πy
˘
,
which leads to the following notion of an arrow of time (for details see [15, Sec-
tion 1.1.2]).
Definition 2.3. For timelike separated points x, y PM ,#
y lies in the future of x if Cpx, yq ą 0 ,
y lies in the past of x if Cpx, yq ă 0 .
We point out that this notion of “lies in the future of” is not necessarily transitive. This
is in accordance with the observation that the transitivity of causal relations might
be violated on the cosmological scale (there might exist closed timelike curves) and
on the microscopic scale (there does not appear to be a compelling reason why causal
relations ought to be transitive at very tiny scales, down to the Planck scale). We
note, however, that causal fermion systems give rise to some other notions of causality
that are transitive; we refer the reader to [7, Section 4].
After these preliminaries, we now come to the core of the theory of causal fermion
systems, the causal action principle. In order to single out physically admissible
causal fermion systems, one must formulate constraints in the form of physical equa-
tions. This is accomplished by postulating that the measure ρ be a minimizer of the
causal action, S, which is defined as follows,
Lagrangian: Lpx, yq “
1
4n
2nÿ
i,j“1
`
|λxyi | ´ |λ
xy
j |
˘2
(2.3)
causal action: Spρq “
¨
FˆF
Lpx, yq dρpxq dρpyq , (2.4)
with some constraints to be added that are not made explicit here (these constraints
are spelled out in detail in [15, Section 1.1.1]). The right class in which to vary the
measure ρ are the regular Borel measures on F, corresponding to the topology induced
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by the operator norm on LpHq. A measure minimizing the action S satisfies Euler-
Lagrange equations (see [15, Section 1.4.1]). These equations encode the dynamics of
the causal fermion system. In a suitable limiting regime, referred to as the continuum
limit, this dynamics can be expressed in terms of Dirac particles and anti-particles in
Minkowski space interacting with classical fields, such as the electromagnetic and/or
gravitational fields; for details see [15].
Before going on, we make a remark on the existence theory and explain the con-
nection to a class of variational principles referred to as causal variational principles.
Causal variational principles are a generalization of the causal action principle where
one replaces F by a smooth manifold (compact or non-compact) and L : F ˆ F Ñ R`0
by a lower semi-continuous function (for details see [27, 24]). If F is compact, the exis-
tence of minimizers can be proved with the direct method of the calculus of variations
using the Banach-Alaoglu theorem (see [12, Section 1] or [27]). These methods also
apply to the causal action principle in the case that H is finite-dimensional (see [12,
Section 2]). If H is infinite-dimensional, also the total volume ρpFq must be infinite
(see [15, Exercise 1.3]). In this case, existence of minimizers has been proven only
under additional symmetry and compactness assumptions (see [12, Section 4]), but
the general case is still open. A first step in this direction is the existence theory for
the causal variational principle in the non-compact setting as developed in [25].
From now on, we restrict our attention to non-interacting causal fermion systems
in Minkowski space, which we now introduce.
2.2. Causal Fermion Systems Describing Minkowski Space. In this section,
we explain how the usual spacetime structures are related to structures of a causal
fermion system in the particular case of the Minkowski vacuum.
We identify Minkowski space with R1,3, endowed with the standard Minkowski inner
product with signature convention p`,´,´,´q, and, for simplicity, choose a fixed
reference frame. We consider smooth solutions of the Dirac equation in Minkowski
space,
piγkBk ´mqψ “ 0 ,
with spatially compact support (i.e. with compact support in the spatial variables).
The space of solutions is endowed with the usual scalar product
pψ|φq :“
ˆ
t“const
pψγ0φqpt, ~xq d~x ,
where ψ “ ψ:γ0 is the adjoint spinor. As the Hilbert space, H, of a causal fermion
system we choose the completion of the subspace of all negative-energy solutions. The
restriction of the scalar product to H is denoted by x.|.y :“ p.|.q|HˆH.
The idea is to associate an operator to every point x of Minkowski space. For ped-
agogical reasons, we first explain the construction in the simplified situation that H is
replaced by a finite-dimensional Hilbert space generated by a finite number of contin-
uous wave functions. In this case, the pointwise inner product of the wave functions
defines a bounded sesquilinear form bx on H,
bx : H ˆH Ñ C , bxpψ, φq “ ´ψpxqφpxq . (2.5)
(note that, on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, every sesquilinear form is bounded).
We now represent this sesquilinear form (in the scalar product of the Hilbert space)
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by a bounded operator, denoted by F pxq, i.e.,
bxpu, vq “ xu |F pxq vyH for all u, v P H , (2.6)
where F pxq is uniquely determined by bx. We combine (2.5) and (2.6) in the form
xψ|F pxqφy “ ´ψpxqφpxq for all ψ, φ P H . (2.7)
The operator F pxq encodes information on the local densities and correlations of the
wave functions in H, at the spacetime point x. It is referred to as the local correlation
operator. By construction, this operator is selfadjoint, has rank at most four and has
at most two positive and two negative eigenvalues. Therefore, following Definition 2.1,
the local correlation operator F pxq is an element of F, assuming the spin dimension
of F is given by n “ 2. These operators give rise to a mapping, F , from Minkowski
space to F. Defining the measure ρ as the push-forward of the Lebesgue measure, µ,
of Minkowski space, i.e.,
ρ “ F˚µ , or, equivalently, ρpΩq :“ µ
`
F´1pΩq
˘
, (2.8)
we obtain a causal fermion system pF,H, ρq of spin dimension two.
The above construction does not apply to our choice ofH as the space of all negative-
energy solutions of the Dirac equation, becauseH is infinite-dimensional, and the wave
functions in H are defined only up to sets of measure zero. As a consequence, the
sesquilinear form in (2.5) is ill-defined. In order to cure this problem, one needs to
introduce an ultraviolet regularization by setting
ψε “ Rεpψq , (2.9)
where the regularization operators Rε : H Ñ C
0pR1,3,C4q are linear operators whose
range consists of continuous wave functions, and which converge to the identity, as
εŒ 0, i.e.,
ψ “ lim
εŒ0
Rεpψq .
A simple example of a regularization operator is given by convolution with a suitable
mollifier. Working with the regularized wave functions, the right side of (2.7) is a
bounded sesquilinear form. Therefore, we can introduce the regularized local correlation
operator F εpxq by
xψ |F εpxqφy :“ ´ψεpxqφεpxq @ψ, φ P H ,
and applying the above construction to F ε gives a causal fermion system pH,F, ρq.
This construction requires some explanations. First, we note for clarity that the
support of the resulting measure ρ is given by the image of F ε,
M :“ suppρ “ F εpR1,3q .
Thus, although F is infinite-dimensional (more precisely, the operators in F which have
exactly two positive and exactly two negative eigenvalues form an infinite-dimensional
Banach manifold), the support of ρ is four-dimensional. It is a general concept that
the causal action principle should give rise to measures which “concentrate” on low-
dimensional subsets of F. This effect has been studied and proven in simple examples
in [27, 2]. This analysis also reveals the underlying mechanisms.
Next, we wish to point out that the causal fermion system introduced above only
contains partial information on the system of Dirac fermions in Minkowski space. In-
deed, restricting attention to pH,Fε, ρq, some of the structure of Minkowski space,
such as its geometry or its causal structure, gets lost. Yet, it is still encoded in the
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local correlation operators. Indeed, as is shown in [15, Section 1.2], the entire structure
of Minkowski space can be recovered from the causal fermion system, asymptotically,
as ε Œ 0. For example, as ε approaches 0, the causal structure introduced in Defini-
tions 2.2 and 2.3 reproduces the causal structure of Minkowski space.
The choice of H as the space of all negative-energy solutions of the Dirac equation
realizes Dirac’s original proposal that, in the vacuum state of the theory, all the states
of negative energy must be occupied (Dirac sea). In the theory of causal fermion
systems, this concept is taken seriously. However, the original problems inherent in this
concept (like the infinite negative energy density of the sea) do not arise, because the
measure describing the Dirac sea introduced above is a critical point of the causal action
principle in the above-mentioned continuum limit. In simple terms, this means that the
“states of the Dirac sea drop out of the Euler-Lagrange equations”. As a consequence,
measures representing interacting systems are realized by finite perturbations relative
to the sea, giving rise to the usual description in terms of particles and anti-particles.
The regularization operator Rε has the effect of “smoothing” the wave functions on
a microscopic scale. The length scale ε involved in its definition can be thought of as
the Planck length. In CFS theory, the regularization is not merely a technical tool
in order to make ill-defined expressions meaningful, but it realizes the idea that, on
microscopic length scales, the structure of spacetime must be modified. With this in
mind, we consider the regularized objects as the physical objects.
In order to describe systems involving particles and/or anti-particles, following
Dirac’s hole theory, one extends H by solutions of the Dirac equation of positive
energy and/or removes states of negative energy. Bosonic fields, e.g., the electromag-
netic or gravitational fields, correspond to collective “excitations” of the Dirac sea and
spinorial wave functions described by a Dirac equation modified by a potential B,
piγjBj ` B ´mqψ “ 0 .
In order to make this picture precise, one makes use of the fact that in a subtle analysis
of the asymptotics ε Œ 0, referred to as the continuum limit (for details see [10,
Chapter 4] and [15, Section 2.4]), the measure ρ describing the Minkowski vacuum
turns out to be a critical point of the causal action. If particles and/or anti-particles are
present, this is no longer the case. The measures, ρ, that are critical points of the causal
action functional defined in (2.4) are then perturbations of the measure describing the
Minkowski vacuum state. They lead to a description of interactions among the Dirac
particles, which, asymptotically as ε Œ 0, can be described by bosonic fields. As
already mentioned above, the analysis sketched here enables one to derive classical
field equations, in particular the Maxwell equations and the Einstein field equations,
from the causal action principle. Details are presented in [15, Chapters 3-5].
3. Summary of the “ETH Approach” to Quantum Theory
In this section, we give an overview of the most important concepts underlying the
ETH approach, assuming that most readers are not familiar with this approach to
quantum theory, yet. For a recent review, see [29] (see also the survey article [3]). For
technical details on the non-relativistic formulation, see [32], and, for the relativistic
formulation, see [30].
3.1. Non-Relativistic ETH. We begin our review with a discussion of the non-
relativistic formulation of the ETH approach, following closely the presentation in [29].
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This approach relies on the Heisenberg picture of Quantum Mechanics. We consider
an isolated open physical system, S. An isolated system is one that has negligible
interactions with its complement, i.e., with the rest of the universe; an open system S
is one that may emit modes, e.g., electromagnetic radiation, that cannot be monitored
by any devices belonging to S, because they escape from S at the limiting speed (“ 8,
in the non-relativistic limit, and “ speed of light, for relativistic systems). By H we
denote the Hilbert space of pure state vectors of S. For simplicity, we assume that
all physically relevant states of S can be described by density operators acting on H.
We further assume that all physical quantities characteristic of S are described by
certain bounded selfadjoint linear operators X “ X˚ acting on H. In the Heisenberg
picture, these operators evolve in time. For autonomous systems, time evolution of
operators in the Heisenberg picture is described by conjugation with a one-parameter
group of unitary operators
 
Uptq
(
tPR
defined on the Hilbert space H, referred to as
the propagator of S.
Operators representing physical quantities of S generate a ˚-algebra of operators
contained in LpHq, which is abelian for classical systems, but non-commutative in
QT. The ˚-algebra, xAy, generated by a set of operators A Ă LpHq is the smallest
˚-subalgebra of LpHq satisfying A Ă xAy. Depending on the question under discussion,
it is convenient to take completions of xAy with respect to different topologies, the
weak, strong or uniform topology.
Since we are considering non-relativistic systems, time is taken to be absolute, the
time axis being given by R. For simplicity (or to achieve mathematical precision), one
may, however, often assume time to be discrete, with values in Z.
Following [32], a (non-relativistic) isolated open system S is described by a co-
filtration, tEětutPR, of von Neumann algebras, Eět, with the property that
Eět1 Ď Eět if t
1 ą t. (3.1)
The algebra Eět is interpreted as the algebra generated by all operators representing
potential events possibly featured by S at or after time t. It is assumed that Eět is
closed in the weak topology of the algebra LpHq of all bounded operators acting on
H, for all times t P R. It is expected that, for typical systems, there exists a universal
(von Neumann) algebra, N , such that
Eět » N , @ t P R. (3.2)
The algebra E of all potential events that may happen in the course of history is defined
by
LpHq Ě E :“
ł
tPR
Eět ,
where the bar denotes closure in the operator norm of LpHq.
In [29], potential events possibly featured by S at or after time t are represented by
families of disjoint orthogonal projections acting on H contained in the algebra Eět.
Definition 3.1. A potential event possibly featured by S at or after time t is a family 
πξ | ξ P X
(
Ă Eět , X a Hausdorff topological space ,
of disjoint orthogonal projections, πξ, on H, with the properties
πξ ¨ πη “ δξη πξ , for all ξ, η in X , and
ÿ
ξPX
πξ “ 1 ,
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(i.e., they form a “partition of unity”).
We note that it is assumed here that the projections describing potential events
possibly featured by S can be localized in time, the localization being given by a half
axis Iět :“
 
t1 | t1 P R, t1 ě t
(
, and that these projections form the lattice of projections
associated with the von Neumann algebra Eět. For autonomous systems, potential
events,
 
πξ | ξ P X
(
, can be translated in time by an amount t by using the propagator
U introduced above: Defining
πξptq :“ UptqπξUp´tq, with Up´tq “ Uptq
˚ ,
the family
 
πξptq | ξ P X
(
is a potential event that arises from the potential event 
πξ | ξ P X
(
by translation in time by an amount t. If
 
πξ | ξ P X
(
is localized in Iět1 ,
meaning that this potential event might happen at or after time t1, then
 
πξptq | ξ P X
(
is a potential event localized in Iěpt1`tq. For the sake of simplicity, we will always
assume that the sets X labelling the projections representing a potential event are
discrete.
For autonomous systems with finitely many degrees of freedom, the algebras Eět
coincide with LpHq and, thus, are independent of t. It turns out that, for such systems,
it is impossible to introduce a notion of events actually happening at some time t or
later, and the so-called measurement problem cannot be solved. But the situation
is radically different if one considers systems for which the inclusions in (3.1) are
strict, which can happen for systems with infinitely many degrees of freedom describing
“massless modes” that escape to infinity at the limiting speed.
Thus, in order to be able to introduce a notion of events actually happening at some
time t or later and to describe how such events can be recorded in projective mea-
surements of physical quantities, the “Principle of Diminishing Potentialities”
(PDP) has been introduced in [29]2:
Eět1 Ř Eět Ř E , whenever t
1 ą t. (3.3)
In concrete models illustrating the non-relativistic ETH approach with continuous
time, PDP is seen to imply that the spectrum of the Hamiltonian generating the
propagator of the system is unbounded above and below ; see [31]. (It should be noted,
however, that relativistic theories are better behaved in this respect; in particular, the
usual spectrum condition can be maintained. This has been shown in [4].)
A more precise form of (3.3), assuming that time is continuous is that the relative
commutant, `
Eět1
˘
1 X Eět, with t
1 ą t,
is an infinite-dimensional non-commutative algebra. (We follow the convention that
the algebra of all operators on H commuting with all operators in a subalgebra A of
LpHq is denoted by A1. If time is discrete, the relative commutant considered above
can be a finite-dimensional algebra; see [31] for a concrete model.)
To summarize our discussion, an isolated open system, S, is described, quantum-
mechanically, in terms of a co-filtration, tEětutPR (or tEětutPZ), of von Neumann alge-
bras, Eět, satisfying PDP, all represented on a common Hilbert spaceH, whose lattices
of projections describe potential events.
2In earlier work [28, 3, 32] this principle was called “loss of access to information (LAI).”
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Let Ω be the density matrix on H representing the actual state of a system S. We
use the standard notation
ωpXq :“ trpΩXq, @X P LpHq,
to denote the expectation value of an operator X in the state ω determined by Ω. We
define
ω tpXq :“ ωpXq, @X P Eět, (3.4)
to be the restriction of the state ω to the algebra Eět. As a consequence of (3.3), the
restriction, ω t, of a state ω on the algebra E to the subalgebra Eět Ř E will usually be
a mixed state even if ω is a pure state on E (entanglement).
Next, we formulate a criterion that enables one to decide whether an event actually
happens at or after time t (or not).3
Definition 3.2. (Centralizer) Given a ˚-algebra A and a state ω on A, the central-
izer, CωpAq, of the state ω is the subalgebra of all operators Y P A with the property
that
ωprY,Xsq “ 0, @X P A,
i.e.,
CωpAq :“ tY P A| ωprY,Xsq “ 0, @X P Au .
We note, in passing, that the state ω defines a finite (normalized) trace on its
centralizer CωpAq. This enables one to classify those von Neumann algebras that could
be centralizers of normal states on von Neumann algebras.
Definition 3.3. (Center of the Centralizer) The center of the centralizer CωpAq,
denoted by ZωpAq, is the abelian subalgebra of CωpAq consisting of all operators that
commute with all other operators in CωpAq, i.e.,
ZωpAq :“
 
Y P CωpAq| rY,Xs “ 0 , @X P CωpAq
(
.
We note that the center, ZpAq, of an algebra A is contained in ZωpAq, for all states
ω on A. With these definitions at hand, we define events actually happening in a
system S in the following way.
Definition 3.4. (Event) Let S be an isolated open system described by a co-filtration
tEětutPR of von Neumann algebras. A potential event tπξ, ξ P Xu Ă Eět (featured by
S) is happening at time t or later if ZωtpEětq is non-trivial,
4
tπξ, ξ P Xu generates Zω t
`
Eět
˘
, (3.5)
and the “Born probabilities”
ω tpπξj q are strictly positive , for ξj P X, j “ 1, 2, . . . , n ,
for some n ě 2.
3This criterion is inspired by the desire to rescue as many of the more welcome features of the
Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics as possible.
4The algebra ZωtpEětq is an abelian von Neumann algebra. On a separable Hilbert space, it is
generated by a single self-adjoint operator X, whose spectral decomposition yields the projections,
tpiξ, ξ P Xu, describing a potential event. This is the motivation behind (3.5).
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Next, we have to find out the consequences of the statement that, in an isolated
open system S, an event actually happens at time t or later. Let ω t be the state
of S right before time t. Let us assume that an event tπξ | ξ P Xu generating ZωtpEětq
happens at time t or later. In the ETH approach, one requires the following axiom
(see [29]).
Axiom 1. The actual state of the system S right after time t is given by one of the
states
ω t,ξ˚p¨q :“ rω tpπξ˚qs
´1 ω t
`
πξ˚p¨qπξ˚
˘
for some ξ˚ P X with ω tpπξ˚q ą 0. The probability for the system S to be found in the
state ω t,ξ˚ right after time t when the event tπξ, ξ P Xu starts to happen is given by
Born’s Rule, i.e., by
probtξ˚, tu “ ω tpπξ˚q. (3.6)
The ETH approach to QT yields the following picture of the dynamics of states in
quantum theory: The evolution of states of an isolated open system S featuring events,
in the sense of Definition 3.4 proposed above, is given by a stochastic branching process,
whose state space is referred to as the non-commutative spectrum, ZS , of S (see in [29]).
Assuming that (3.2) holds, the non-commutative spectrum, ZS (or XS), of S is defined
by
ZS :“
ď
ω
ZωpN q , with XS :“
ď
ω
spec
`
ZωpN q
˘
, (3.7)
where the union over ω is a disjoint union, and ω ranges over all physical states of
S. Born’s Rule (3.6), together with (3.5), specifies the branching probabilities of the
process.
To conclude this section, we mention that the states of an isolated open system S,
so far defined in terms of density operators on the Hilbert space H associated with
S, can be viewed, equivalently, as additive (probability) measures on the lattices of
orthogonal projections of the algebras Eět , t P R, characterizing the system, i.e., as
additive measures on the lattices of potential events possibly happening in S.
Let us denote by Pět the lattice of orthogonal projections in Eět. As the algebra
Eět is assumed to be generated by all potential events localized in Jět, the lattice Pět
can be interpreted as describing all potential events possibly happening at time t or
later. It is then natural to view a state on Pět as an assignment of probabilities to all
potential events possibly happening at time t or later.
Definition 3.5. A map µ from Pět to the unit interval r0, 1s with the properties
(i) µpπq P r0, 1s , for all π P Pět , and µp1q “ 1 ;
(ii) if
 
πξ |ξ P X
(
is an arbitrary potential event in Pět, and X0 Ď X is an arbitrary
subset of X then
µ
ˆ ÿ
ξPX0
πξ
˙
“
ÿ
ξPX0
µpπξq ,
is called an additive measure on Pět.
Obviously, every state on Eět given in terms of a density operator on H realizes such
a map (simply by restriction to Pět). The fact that every additive measure on Pět
can be extended to a normal state on Eět is a pillar of the mathematical foundation of
QT: Gleason’s theorem (more precisely, its generalization to von Neumann algebras).
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Theorem 3.6. Assume that the von Neumann algebra Eět does not contain any direct
summand isomorphic to the algebra of 2 ˆ 2 matrices, M2pCq. Let µ be an additive
measure on its lattice, Pět, of projections. Then µ extends to a normal state ωµ on
Eět.
For a (sketch of) the proof of this theorem see [5]; details are worked out in [9, Theorems
3.3.1 and 3.3.2]. It represents an important generalization of the classic theorem due
to Gleason [33].
Axiom 1 and Theorem 3.6 express the intuitively obvious experience that the past is
a collection of facts (consisting of all events that have actually happened, i.e., it is “fac-
tual”), while the future is an ensemble of potentialities equipped with an assignment
of probabilities for the outcome of events. When an event happens at some time t, Na-
ture chooses one of the possible outcomes (described by an orthogonal projection) with
a probability as given by Born’s Rule applied to the additive measure describing the
state of the system at time t. Thus, in the ETH approach to QT, the evolution of states
of isolated open systems in time is probabilistic – given by the branching process
described above – while the time evolution of physical quantities is described by the
deterministic Heisenberg picture dynamics of linear operators. In the Copenhagen
interpretation of quantum mechanics, the change in the state of the system happening
whenever the system features an event (as the result of some measurement) is formu-
lated as the projection- or “collapse” postulate. In the ETH approach, this postulate
has a natural foundation in the Principle of Diminishing Potentialities, supplemented
by Axiom 1.
A concrete model of an isolated open system satisfying the Principle of Diminishing
Potentialities (3.3) to which the above analysis can be applied is studied in [31].
For the purposes of the present paper, this is all we need to know about the ETH
approach in the non-relativistic setting. Before we proceed to discussing a relativistic
version of the ETH approach, we would like to take the opportunity to point out an
Open problem: It would be interesting to extend Huaxin Lins theorem on almost
commuting selfadjoint operators [36] to the setting of pairs, pω,Xq, of a state ω on a von
Neumann algebra E and an operator X P E with the property that adXpωq :“ ωprX, .sq
has a tiny norm. The question is: Does there exist an operator rX close in norm to X
and a state rω close in norm to ω such that ad rXprωq “ 0? If so this would imply that
if, in a state ω, an event described by the spectral projections of an operator X “ X˚
“almost happens” then, in a state close to ω, an event close to the one described by X
does happen. It then follows that an event close to the one described by X happens
in the state ω.
3.2. ETH in the Relativistic Setting. In our tentative formulation of the relativis-
tic form of the ETH approach to QT, we follow [30]. We only review those aspects
that are important for a comparison with CFS theory.
Instead of defining isolated open systems in terms of a co-filtration tEětutPR of alge-
bras indexed by absolute time, as in the non-relativistic setting, we assume that, with
every point P in spacetime, one can associate a von Neumann algebra, EP , interpreted
as the “algebra of potential events that might happen in the future of P”. Spacetime
is denoted by M and is assumed to be a topological space with very little additional
structure. It is assumed that all the algebras EP , P PM, are contained in a C
˚-algebra
E . Notions such as centralizers of states on the algebras EP and their centers, as well
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as the corresponding notion of potential events retain the meaning they have in the
non-relativistic setting; (it suffices to replace the subscript “ě t” by “P”).
Given a state ωP on the algebra EP , we say that an event happens in the future of the
spacetime point P if the center ZωP of the centralizer CωP pEP q satisfies the conditions
in Definition 3.4.
It is expected that all events that actually happen can be localized in bounded
regions of spacetime M. If true, this would imply that the operators
 
πξ | ξ P X
(
representing a potential event in the future of the point P can be localized in a com-
pact region of spacetime contained in what represents the future of P (in a Lorentzian
spacetime, the future light cone with apex at P ). However, at this point, we emphasize
that questions regarding the localization in spacetime of events that actually happen
have not found compelling answers, so far. One must therefore replace deep under-
standing by plausible assumptions. For example, one may want to assume that the
size of a spacetime region in which an event can be localized is bounded below by the
Planck scale, as suggested by spacetime uncertainty relations.
Leaving these questions aside, the family of algebras
 
EP
(
PPM
equips spacetime M
with a causal structure:
Definition 3.7. A spacetime point P 1 is in the future of a spacetime point P , written
as P 1 ą P (or, equivalently, P is in the past of P 1, written as P ă P 1 ) if
EP 1 Ř EP and pEP 1q
1 X EP is an 8´ dim. non-commutative algebra . (3.8)
The causal structure of M is determined by the condition (3.8), which expresses
the “Principle of Diminishing Potentialities” (PDP) in the relativistic setting (see [30];
note that ą defines a strict partial order relation on M). This principle is actually a
theorem in an axiomatic formulation of quantum electrodynamics on four-dimensional
Minkowski space proposed by Buchholz and Roberts; see [4].
Thus, within the ETH approach to relativistic QT, a model of an isolated open
physical system S is defined by specifying the data
S “
 
M, E ,H,
 
EP
(
PPM
,ą
(
,
where M is a model of spacetime, E is a C˚-algebra represented on a Hilbert space
H,
 
EP
(
PPM
is a family of von Neumann algebras contained in LpHq indexed by
points in M, and ą is the relation between timelike separated points of M induced
by PDP (3.8); see Definition 3.7.
Definition 3.8. If a spacetime point P 1 is neither in the future of a spacetime point
P nor in the past of P , we say that P and P 1 are space-like separated. This relation
is denoted by P
Ś
P 1.
The description of the evolution of states in the relativistic formulation of the ETH
approach is considerably more involved than in the non-relativistic setting, because
there is no ordered progression of events. We assume that it makes sense to choose
an open set Σ of points in M that are space-like separated. If we identify M “ R1,3
with Minkowski space, we may think of Σ as a subset of a space-like hypersurface of
co-dimension one in M. Since all the algebras EP , with P P M, are assumed to be
contained in the C˚-algebra E , the following definition is meaningful,
EΣ :“
ł
PPΣ
EP , (3.9)
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where the closure is taken in the weak topology of LpHq. A state ωΣ on the algebra
EΣ is a normalized, positive linear functional on EΣ.
Next, we consider two space-like separated points P and P 1 in Σ. We assume that
a state ωΣ on the algebra EΣ has been chosen, so that the states ωP “ ωΣ|EP and
ωP 1 “ ωΣ|E 1
P
are specified, too. We assume that, given ωΣ, events happen in the future
of P and of P 1. Let ZωP denote the center of the centralizer of the state ωP on EP .
Then ZωP describes an event
 
πPξ | ξ P X
P
(
happening in the future of P . Similarly, let
ZωP 1 be the abelian algebra describing an event happening in the future of the point
P 1. We require the following axiom.
Axiom 2. (Events in the future of space-like separated points commute): Let P
Ś
P 1.
Then all operators in ZωP commute with all operators in ZωP 1 . In particular,“
πPξ , π
P 1
η
‰
“ 0, @ ξ P XP and all η P XP
1
.
Following [30], this axiom may be viewed to be a manifestation of what people
sometimes interpret as the fundamental non-locality of quantum theory: projection
operators representing events in the future of two space-like separated points P and
P 1 in spacetime are constrained to commute with each other! This implies exactly
what in quantum field theory is understood to express locality or Einstein causality.
Axiom 1 is adapted from the non-relativistic formulation of the ETH approach in
a natural way.
Next, we assume that some slice F in spacetime M is foliated by (subsets of) space-
like hypersurfaces Στ : F :“
 
Στ | τ P r0, 1s
(
, where τ is a time coordinate in the
spacetime region filled by F. Let P be an arbitrary spacetime point in the leaf Σ1, and
let the “recent past” of P , denoted by V ´P pFq, consist of all points in
Ť
τă1Στ that are
in the past of P , in the sense specified in Definition 3.7 above. We wish to tackle the
the following task: Assume that we know the state ωΣ0 on the algebra EΣ0 (see (3.9)).
Assuming that Axioms 1 and 2 hold, we propose to determine the state ωP on EP , for
the given point P P Σ1. Let
 
Pι | ι P IpFq
(
denote the subset of points in V ´P pFq in
whose future events happen, and let 
πPιξι
ˇˇ
ι P IpFq
(
Ă EΣ0
be the actual events happening in the future of the points Pι , ι P IpFq. Here IpFq
is a set of indices labelling the points in V ´P pFq in whose future events happen. It is
assumed that IpFq is countable.
Next, we define a so-called “History Operator”
H
`
V ´P pFq
˘
:“ ~ΠιPIpFq π
Pι
ξι
, (3.10)
where the ordering in the product ~Π is such that a factor πPκξκ corresponding to a
point Pκ stands to the right of a factor π
Pι
ξι
corresponding to a point Pι if and only if
Pκ ă Pι (i.e., if Pκ is in the past of Pι). But if Pι
Ś
Pκ, i.e., if Pι and Pκ are space-like
separated, then the order of the two factors is irrelevant, thanks to Axiom 2.
Given the state ωΣ0 , the state on the algebra EP , P P Σ1, relevant for predicting
whether an event happens in the future of P (as defined before Definition 3.7) is given
by
ωP pXq ” ω
F
P
`
X
˘
“
“
N
F
P
‰´1
ωΣ0
`
HpV ´P pFqq
˚X HpV ´P pFqq
˘
, X P EP ,
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where the normalization factor N FP is given by
N
F
P “ ωΣ0
`
HpV ´P pFqq
˚ ¨HpV ´P pFqq
˘
.
The quantities N FP can be used to equip the tree-like structure, in [29] referred to as
the “non-commutative spectrum” of S, of all possible histories of events in the future
of points belonging to the foliation F with a probability measure.
For the purposes of this paper, the review presented in this section provides suffi-
ciently many details regarding the ETH approach to QT. We close this section with a
few comments:
One may be tempted to think that the ETH approach to QT is similar to the
many-worlds interpretation of quantum mechanics. Yet, apart from the fact that it
is based on the Heisenberg picture (rather than on the Schro¨dinger picture) of quan-
tum mechanics, the ETH approach has the all-important advantage over the many-
worlds interpretation that it introduces an unambiguous, sharp rule that determines
the branching of worlds, namely Definition 3.4 of an event. This renders any assump-
tion of existence of many parallel worlds superfluous! Furthermore, the ETH approach
furnishes a precise distinction between future and past: The past consists of all events
that have actually happened, while the future refers to all potential events that might
happen. It thereby eliminates the need to introduce all those “excess” worlds present
in the many-worlds interpretation that we do not experience.
To conclude this particular discussion we should stress an essential fact : In the ETH
approach, the time evolution of states of an isolated quantum system is not unitary
(actually, not even linear). This conforms to the experience of people working in a
laboratory and carrying out measurements. In fact, every successful Stern-Gerlach
experiment designed to measure a component of the spin of a silver atom confirms
that, in the presence of events, in particular in the course of successful measurements
of physical quantities, time evolution of states is not given by (deterministic, unitary)
Schro¨dinger evolution. It is non-linear and stochastic! Other examples confirming
this claim concern the loss of wave-like properties of particles propagating through a
medium or illuminated by light; e.g., the disappearance of interference patterns in the
diffraction of particles at a double slit or crystal when these particles are tracked by
light scattering. Although the founding fathers of quantum mechanics were already
keenly aware of the fact that “measurements” of physical quantities of a system “in-
terrupt” the Schro¨dinger evolution of its states, many people appear to ignore and
then rediscover this fact every few years. The ETH approach to the quantum theory
of isolated systems featuring events offers a logically coherent quantum-mechanical
description of the time evolution of states of isolated systems in terms of a new kind
of stochastic branching process (whose detailed properties should obviously be investi-
gated more closely). The detailed predictions of the ETH approach, which appear to
be free from internal contradictions or inconsistencies, can, in principle, be tested in
experiments and hence are falsifiable, as they ought to be.
The fact that, in the ETH approach, the dynamics of states is not unitary appears
to eliminate all puzzles and problems related to information loss in black holes. It
deserves to be emphasized, however, that, in the ETH approach, unitary evolution of
states is recovered as an approximation to the evolution of states of isolated open sys-
tems that are not strongly entangled with the modes they release to the outside world.
In a particular non-relativistic model of a static atom with finitely many energy levels
coupled to a caricature of the radiation field (studied in a forthcoming paper [31]), it
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can be verified that the evolution of states, as described in the ETH approach, inter-
polates continuously between unitary Schrdinger-Liouville evolution and a Markovian
evolution. The precise nature of the evolution of states depends on the strength of the
entanglement between the atom and the modes of the radiation field that escape to
infinity.
4. Comparing the Structures of the ETH Approach and CFS Theory
In Sections 2 and 3, we have presented summaries of CFS theory and of the ETH
approach to QT, respectively. These two theories have been developed independently
and with completely different goals in mind: The aim of CFS theory is to provide a
unification of General Relativity with the Standard Model, whereas the ETH approach
is designed to provide a consistent completion of quantum theory. Despite this stark
difference in objective, it turns out that the mathematical structures which the two
theories are based upon have a lot in common. The purpose of the present section is
to give a comparison between the mathematical structures of the two theories and to
elucidate where they agree and where there are differences.
4.1. Foundations of the Two Frameworks. We begin with a discussion of the
basic building blocks in both theories.
4.1.1. ETH Approach. A central problem in the ETH approach to QT is to determine
all potential states that a system S can occupy in the future of some time t (or in
the future of a spacetime point P , in the relativistic setting), given its state in the
immediate past. The different states the system S can occupy after an event has
happened can be labelled by all those projections in the family tπξ | ξ P Xu describing
the event that have a strictly positive Born probability, as explained in Definition 3.4
and Axiom 1.
4.1.2. CFS theory. The constructions of CFS theory start with the set of potential
spacetime point operators F, which consists of all selfadjoint operators of finite rank
with at most n positive and at most n negative eigenvalues, where n is the spin
dimension. Note that, since the operators x P F are selfadjoint, every spacetime point
operator x determines a set of spectral projections πξi onH, where ξi is the eigenvector
corresponding to the non-zero eigenvalue λi of x. In order to end up with a partition
of unity, as required in the definition of a potential event, we need to include the
projection onto the kernel of x
πK :“ 1´
kÿ
i“1
πξi
(where k ď 2n is the total number of non-zero eigenvalues of x). Note that, according
to the spectral theorem, we can write
x “
kÿ
i“1
λi πξi ` 0πK .
4.1.3. Discussion. While these structures emerge from different starting points, they
are surprisingly similar. The formalism of the ETH approach is more general than
the one of CFS theory. For example, the cardinality of the families tπξ | ξ P Xu of
projections is always less than or equal to 2n ` 1 in CFS theory, while, in the ETH
approach, there is no such restriction.
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4.2. Spacetime and Causal Structure. Next, we discuss the way spacetime and
its causal structure appear in both theories.
4.2.1. ETH. In the ETH approach, one assumes that spacetime M is a topological
space, with a von Neumann algebra, EP , associated with every point P P M. The
causal structure is then as given in Definitions 3.7 and 3.8.
Axiom 2 imposes further restrictions on the causal structure defined on the “space
of events”. It asserts that if two events happen in the future of two spacelike separated
points then the projections describing these events must commute. This is a funda-
mental property expressing “Einstein causality” and ensuring the consistency of our
definition of history operators in (3.10). – The idea underlying Axiom 2 is that if two
projections that might represent two putative events happening in the future of two
space-like separated points, P and P 1, did not commute, then these projections do not
really represent events; their ranges might then be contained in the range of another
projection representing an event that has happened in the future of a spacetime point
P0 situated in the common past of P and P
1 (i.e., P0 ă P and P0 ă P
1).
Clearly, these ideas should be clarified in further studies.
4.2.2. CFS. In CFS theory, the structures are introduced in a different order and
encode a lot more information. First, one defines a causal structure on F by Definition
2.2. Then, in order to construct spacetime, one has to find a minimizing measure of
the causal action (2.4). Spacetime is then given by M :“ suppρ, the support of the
minimizing measure ρ.
The causal structure introduced in Definition 2.2 allows one to assign a future alge-
bra to every point x. There are, however, several different ways in which one can define
these future algebras. To avoid confusion we only present the definition best suited
for the discussion of the results in Section 5. (We comment on alternative choices in
footnotes.) We first define the timelike future of x and the causal future of x.
Definition 4.1. For any point x P F the global timelike future is defined by
I_pxq :“ ty P F | x and y are timelike separated and Cpx, yq ě 0u
(see Definition 2.2). Likewise, the global causal future is defined by
J_pxq :“ ty P F | x and y are timelike or lightlike separated and Cpx, yq ě 0u .
These definitions ensure that the point x belongs to I_pxq and to J_pxq5. Next, we
define the future algebras associated with spacetime point operators6.
Definition 4.2. (Global Future Algebra) The future algebra of a point x P F is
given by
E
_pxq “ xI_pxqy (4.1)
(where we take the closure in the norm topology of LpHq).
5We could modify these definitions by requiring that Cpx, yq ą 0 instead of Cpx, yq ě 0. This would
be the more natural definition, because it corresponds to the usual view that a spacetime point is not
in its own future. We point out that the different choices give rise to the same closure in (4.1).
6Here again, alternative definitions are possible. First, we need to decide whether we want to take
the future algebra to be generated by the timelike future or the causal future. Furthermore, we need
to decide whether to take a closure of the algebra, or not. In case we do take a closure we need to
specify the corresponding topology.
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4.2.3. Discussion. In general, the causal relations introduced in Definition 2.3 are
not transitive, and hence the statement that y is in the (timelike) future of x does
not imply that I_pyq Ă I_pxq, J_pyq Ă J_pxq. As a consequence, the inclusion
E_pyq Ă E_pxq does not hold in general. Clearly, following the ideas of the ETH
approach, one could consider the inclusion E_pyq Ă E_pxq to define a new causality
relation on F. This would have the advantage that the causal relations would become
transitive. However, this procedure looks like an ad-hoc method to enforce an analogy
between the structures of CFS theory and the ETH approach. At this point, we
mention that another notion of causality can be introduced on a given causal fermion
system that is transitive, starting from analytic properties of linearized field equations
(which describe linear perturbations of a minimizing measure; see [7, Section 4.1]).
The precise connections between these different definitions of causal relations have not
been explored, yet. It seems that the notion of causality introduced in Definition 2.2
might be more fundamental than other notions, because it reflects the structure of the
causal Lagrangian (2.3).
4.3. The Role of States. When studying a physical system, the definition of its
space of states plays a crucial role.
4.3.1. ETH. In the ETH approach, states ωP are defined as additive measures on the
lattice of orthogonal projections in the von Neumann algebra EP , or, equivalently, as
normal states on EP . States play two roles:
(i) When determining whether an actual event takes place in the future of a space-
time point P , knowledge of the state ωP plays a crucial role, in that an event
is represented by a family of projections belonging to the center, ZωP , of the
centralizer, CωP pEP q Ă EP , of the state ωP .
(ii) When an actual event takes place, the state of the system in the immediate
past of the event determines the (Born) probabilities of the different possible
outcomes of the event and, hence, of the different states the system could occupy
after the event has happened. According to Axiom 1, Nature will then choose
one of the states that has a positive Born probability.
4.3.2. CFS. In CFS theory, the state of the physical system is determined globally in
spacetime by prescribing the measure ρ. In this sense, this measure plays a similar
role as the state in the conventional Heisenberg picture of QT. To some degree, this
analogy extends to the role of the state in the ETH approach, where it is used to form
the centralizer of an algebra, a subalgebra whose center determines the events (see
Definitions 3.2–3.4). Similarly, in CFS theory, specifying ρ gives rise to subalgebras of
the future algebras, namely the algebras generated by the operators that belong to the
support of ρ (i.e., are realized in the physical system). More precisely, these algebras
are defined as follows.
Definition 4.3. (Spacetime Restricted Timelike Future) For any point x PM ,
the spacetime restricted timelike future is defined by
I_ρ pxq :“ I
_pxq XM “ ty PM | x and y are timelike separated and Cpx, yq ě 0u
(see Definition 2.2).
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Definition 4.4. (Spacetime Restricted Future Algebra) The spacetime restricted
future algebra of a point x PM is given by
E
_
ρ pxq “ xI
_
ρ pxqy
(where the closure is taken again in the norm topology of LpHq).
This definition is in harmony with the analytical results in Minkowski space pre-
sented in Section 5. Indeed, for causal fermion systems in Minkowski space, the causal
relations do become transitive in limiting case ε Œ 0, i.e., if the regularization is
removed.
We remark that the connection to states being density operators acting on Fock
spaces has been unravelled in a recent paper [22]. Let B be the set of all measures
that satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equations derived from the causal action principle in
the continuum limit (i.e., in the limiting regime εŒ 0). A measure ρvac describing the
Minkowski vacuum state, as constructed in Section 2.2, belongs to B. In [22] it is shown
at the level of formal power series (i.e., in a perturbative treatment well-defined to every
order, thanks to the ultraviolet regularization that is built in by the operator Rε) that
if ρ is a “finite perturbation” of ρvac (i.e., if it lies in some neighborhood of ρvac in B),
then it can be described by a state in a bosonic Fock space. Moreover, in the so-called
holomorphic approximation, the dynamics of a causal fermion system can be described
by a one-parameter group of unitary time evolution operators (propagators) acting on
the Fock space. Justifying the various approximations involved in this analysis and
extending the constructions so as to include fermionic Fock spaces is the objective of
ongoing research.
4.3.3. Discussion. The definition of states in the ETH approach is the standard defi-
nition used in QT. However, the characterization of isolated open systems in terms of
descending filtrations of algebras of potential events is very unconventional. It leads
to a new stochastic law determining the time evolution of states in the ETH approach!
Instead, in CFS theory the physical system is described in terms of the space F and
its state by a measure ρ on the space of spacetime operators. Despite this major dif-
ference, there is an analogy regarding the role of operator algebras, in that specifying
the state of a physical system (by choosing a state ω on a “future algebra” A P E , the
measure ρ, respectively,) determines a subalgebra of the future algebra (the central-
izer CωpAq, the spacetime restricted algebra E
_
ρ pxq, respectively), which determines
the events that actually happen (via its center, its spacetime point operators, respec-
tively). In CFS theory, a close connection between the measure ρ and conventional
states on Fock spaces has been obtained in [22]. But this is ongoing research, and it is
too early to tell whether this will also tighten the connection to the role of the state
in the ETH approach.
4.4. Dynamical Evolution of States. Last but not least we discuss the time evo-
lution of states of systems in both theories.
4.4.1. ETH. If an event happens at or after time t, in the sense of Definition 3.4, then
the state of the system changes in accordance with the actual outcome of the event,
as specified in Axiom 1. Quantum theory only predicts the probabilities of different
outcomes, but not the actual outcome. Its dynamical law for the evolution of states
is therefore probabilistic, not deterministic. The state corresponding to the actual
outcome of the event must then be used for further predictions. This law of evolution
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of states of isolated open systems corresponds to a novel type of stochastic branching
process whose state space is the non-commutative spectrum introduced in (3.7).
In the relativistic setting, the dynamical law is more involved, because, besides the
fact that the relevant algebras are now labelled by spacetime points rather than just
by time, the history operators (3.10) have to be determined.
To conclude this discussion, we remark that, in the ETH approach, isolated sys-
tems featuring events are necessarily systems with infinitely many degrees of freedom.
Furthermore, measurements or observations are special types of events described by
partitions of unity by orthogonal projections that are close to the spectral projections
of a selfadjoint operator representing the physical quantity that is measured.
4.4.2. CFS. When considering variations of the measure ρ in the causal action princi-
ple, this measure and the spacetime it determines are varied as a whole. It is therefore
not straightforward to formulate a dynamical law in the form of an initial value prob-
lem.
For the linearized field equations (which describe linear perturbations of a minimiz-
ing measure), the Cauchy problem has been formulated in a recent paper [7], and well-
posedness is proven for initial data given on a surface layer, under suitable assumptions,
which are subsumed in the so-called hyperbolicity conditions. Well-posedness implies
that, given initial data, the time evolution is unique.
4.4.3. Discussion. The well-posedness of the Cauchy problem for the linearized field
equations in [7] means that the time evolution is deterministic. This is in stark contrast
to the probabilistic nature of the evolution of states in the ETH approach. However,
one should keep in mind that the results in [7] were obtained only in the linearized
approximation and only if the hyperbolicity conditions hold. For general causal fermion
systems or if one goes beyond the linearized approximation, it is not to be expected
that the Euler-Lagrange equations of the causal action principle allow for a formulation
in terms of a Cauchy problem (see [19] for an attempt in this direction and a more
detailed explanation of the non-uniqueness). This leaves open the possibility that the
nonlinear dynamics of a general causal fermion system might be compatible with the
stochastic branching process appearing in the ETH approach. We will come back to
this point in Section 6.
4.5. Localization of Events in Spacetime. There is another difference between the
ETH approach and CFS theory that has not been drawn attention to, yet. We have
argued that the spacetime point operators x P M of CFS theory play a role similar
to the one played by events in the ETH approach. By definition, these operators are
associated with individual spacetime points. However, because an ultraviolet regular-
ization is necessarily involved, as explained in the example of the Minkowski vacuum
in Section 2.2; cf. (2.9), one can think of the spacetime operators x as being localized
in regions of spacetime whose extension is given by the Planck scale. The operators
representing events in the ETH approach are, however, typically localized in spacetime
regions whose size can be much larger than the Planck scale. If an event is localized in
a tiny region of spacetime, it is accompanied by large energy fluctuations, as predicted
by the uncertainty relations. Taking into account gravitational effects, this implies
that the extension of events in spacetime cannot be too small on the Planck scale,
because, otherwise, microscopic black holes would form, as has been argued in [8].
With these observations in mind, we conclude that the spacetime points of a causal
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fermion system could only represent a special class of events as defined in the ETH
approach. Once might think of them as those events that are best (optimally) localized
in spacetime. Moreover, spacetime point operators in CFS theory can only represent
events with small (namely, at most 2n` 1) number of possible outcomes.
CFS theory might, however, also describe events, in the sense of the ETH approach,
whose extension in spacetime exceeds the Planck scale. Indeed, the spacetime re-
stricted future algebra E_ρ pxq contains operators of the form
φ “
ˆ
M
fpxqx dρpxq ,
with supppfq Ă I_ρ pxq, as well as linear combinations of products of such operators.
These operators are not sharply localized in spacetime. Their spectral decomposition
may give rise to projections representing potential events, in the sense of the ETH
approach, localized in arbitrarily large spacetime regions.
5. Results for Causal Fermion Systems Describing Minkowski Space
In the previous sections, a connection has been made between spacetime point oper-
ators of causal fermion systems and operators representing events in the ETH approach
to quantum theory. In the following, we make this connection more precise by putting
it into the context of results obtained in a recent paper [26], where operator algebras
are studied for causal fermion systems in Minkowski space. We first state these results
and then interpret them. We consider the causal fermion system constructed in Sec-
tion 2.2, with a regularization operator Rε chosen as the operator of multiplication by
a smooth cutoff function, Gε, in momentum space (for more details see [26, Section
2.6]). Thus H is the Hilbert space of all negative-energy solutions of the free Dirac
equation on Minkowski space, and ρ is the push-forward of the Lebesgue measure of
Minkowski space under F ε (see (2.8)).
Given an open set Ω Ă R1,3 of Minkowski space, we consider all local correlation
operators in Ω
XΩ :“ tF
εpxq | x P Ωu Ă LpHq .
For technical reasons, it is preferable to “smear” these local correlation operators by
smooth functions with compact support in Ω,
Aεf :“
ˆ
R1,3
fpxqF εpxq d4x P LpHq, f P C80 pΩ,Cq .
Definition 5.1. The (non-unital) ˚-algebra
A
ε
Ω :“ xtA
ε
f | f P C
8
0 pΩ,Cquy
is referred to as the local algebra associated with Ω.
The uniform closure of this algebra contains all the operators of XΩ. Both sets of
operators generate the same C˚-algebra,
AεΩ “ xXΩy , (5.1)
where the closure is taken in the norm topology of LpHq.
In order to analyze connections with the ETH approach, we first show that the
commutator of F εpxq with elements of AεΩ nearly vanishes if Ω lies in the open future
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light cone centered at x. The best one may hope to show is that this commutator is
tiny in the sense that it tends to zero as εŒ 0; more precisely,›› “F εpxq, A‰ ›› “ Opεpq }F εpxq} }A}, for all A P AεΩ , (5.2)
for some exponent p ą 0. The factor }F εpxq} is needed in order for the estimate to be
invariant under scalings of F ε. In attempting to give this relation a precise meaning,
one must keep in mind that the definition of the local algebras also depends on ε.
This makes it necessary to relate the algebras associated with different values of ε to
one another. For this purpose, we introduce the free algebra ApC80 pΩqq generated by
C80 pΩq and introduce a linear map
ιε : ApC80 pΩqq Ñ A
ε
Ω , defined on monomials by fi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fik ÞÑ A
ε
fi1
¨ ¨ ¨Aεfik
.
Now we may quantify (5.2) as follows (see [26, Theorem 4.15]).
Theorem 5.2. Let Ω be contained in the open future light cone centered at x. Then,
for an arbitrary operator a P ApC80 pΩqq, there is a constant cpaq ą 0 such that›› “F εpxq, ιεpaq‰ ›› ď cpaq ε 32 }F εpxq} , @ ε ą 0 . (5.3)
We remark that, applying Huaxin Lin’s theorem on almost commuting selfadjoint
operators [36], the estimate (5.3) shows that in small neighborhoods of F εpxq and ιεpaq
there are operators which commute.
We also mention another result from [26] that will be important for the discussion
of the PDP (3.8), in point (ii), below. For a spacetime point x P R1,3, the image of
the operator F εpxq, denoted by
Sx :“ rangeF
εpxq Ă H ,
is a four-dimensional complex vector space (this is the spin space (2.1); for more details
see [15, Section 1.1.4]). The vectors in the image of Sx can be written as
P εp ¨ , xqχ : R1,3 Q y ÞÑ
ˆ
R4
d4
p2πq4
Gεpkq δpk
2 ´m2qΘp´k0q p{k`mqχ e
´ik¨py´xq , (5.4)
with χ P C4. These are regular solutions of the Dirac equation, but they develop
singularities on the null cone centered at x in the limit εŒ 0. They can be understood
as wave packets which, at time x0, are well “concentrated” at the spatial point ~x. We
note that it is impossible to localize such wave packets in a compact region, because
such a localization is incompatible with our restriction to negative-energy solutions (as
is made precise in a general setting by Hegerfeldt’s theorem [34]; a nice proof in the
context of the Dirac equation can be found in [37, Section 1.8.4]).
The following theorem holds (see [26, Proposition 4.14]).
Theorem 5.3. Let Ω be contained in the open future light cone centered at x. Then
for any a P ApC80 pΩqq there is a constant cpaq ą 0 such that, for all spinors χ, χ˜ in
C
4 and for all ε ą 0,
|xP εp ¨ , xqχ
ˇˇ
ιεpaqP εp ¨ , xq χ˜y| ď cpaq|χ||χ˜|.
Assume that the set Ω intersects the null cone centered at x. Let x0 belong to this
intersection. Then for every sufficiently small r ą 0 there are f P C80 pBrpx0q,Cq,
spinors χ, χ˜ P C4 and a constant c ą 0 such that, for sufficiently small ε ą 0,
|xP εp ¨ , xqχ
ˇˇ
AεfP
εp ¨ , xq χ˜y| ě
1
c ε2
.
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~y
x
y0
I_ρ pxq
I_pxq
„ εα with 0 ă α ă 1
Figure 1. The spacetime restricted causal future I_ρ pxq of the causal
fermion system and the future light cone I_pxq of Minkowski space.
This result allows us to detect the null cone centered at the spacetime point x in
Minkowski space by looking at expectation values of elements of the local algebras.
We now discuss these results in relation with the considerations in Section 4. In
order to relate our results to the spacetime restricted future algebra E_ρ pxq defined
in Definition 4.4 and taking into account (5.1), it is most natural to choose the open
set Ω as the open future light cone centered at x in Minkowski space, which we here
denote by I_pxq, and to generate its algebra, as in Definition 5.1,
E
ε,_
M pxq “ A
ε
I_pxq
with the closure taken in the norm topology of LpHq, where the subscript M is added
in order to distinguish this algebra from the one constructed in Definition 4.4, while
the superscript ε indicates the dependence on the regularization. We stress that this
algebra is generated by the spacetime point operators F εpxq (see (5.1)) which belong
to the support of the measure ρ introduced above. Therefore, it is an analog of the
spacetime restricted future algebra E_ρ pxq introduced in Definition 4.4 (but not of the
global future algebra of Definition 4.2).
It is an important difference in the construction of these algebras that E_ρ pxq is
defined by using the causal structure of the causal fermion system (as given by the
spacetime restricted timelike future; see Definition 4.3), whereas Eε,_M pxq involves the
causal structure on Minkowski space. This difference becomes irrelevant asymptoti-
cally, as εŒ 0, because, in this limiting regime, the causal structures agree (for details
see [15, Section 1.2.5]). However, they do not agree for positive values of the regu-
larization length ε. At the scale of the regularization length, the spacetime restricted
timelike future I_ρ pxq of the causal fermion system has a rather complicated form (for
details see [11] and [6, Appendix A]). The qualitative behavior is shown in Figure 1.
Away from the point y “ x, the spacetime restricted causal future I_ρ pxq is contained
strictly inside the light cone I_pxq. The reason is that the causal action principle aims
at making the spacelike region as large as possible. In particular, the singularities of
the kernel of the fermionic projector on the Minkowski null cone are contained in the
spacelike region (this is essentially used in the continuum limit analysis in [15]). The
length scale of the deviation of the light cones is „ εαmα´1 with 0 ă α ă 1; thus it is
much larger than the regularization length. All points y in a small neighborhood of x,
however, are timelike separated (in the sense of Definition 2.2). Therefore, near y “ x,
the spacetime restricted causal future I_ρ pxq contains I
_pxq. Here the relevant length
scale is mε2; thus it is much smaller than the regularization length.
In [26], in view of this rather complicated structure of the set I_ρ pxq, we work with
the light cones I_pxq of Minkowski space. This simplification is admissible, because
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x
propagation of information
z
~y
y0
I_px˜q
x˜
Figure 2. The approximate center and the loss of access to information.
the deviations of the different light cones vanish in the limit ε Œ 0; (furthermore,
in view of the right side of (5.3), it is impossible to avoid error terms, which vanish
as εŒ 0).
Theorem 5.2 shows that the operator F εpxq commutes with the algebra in its open
future light cone, up to small corrections involving the regularization length. As a
matter of fact, the estimate applies merely to the subalgebra
Wε,_pxq :“ Aε
I_pxq Ă E
ε,_
M pxq .
Nevertheless, this subalgebra is dense in Eε,_M pxq in the norm topology, which means
that the difference between these two algebras is more of technical nature, but does
not seem to have a physical significance.
We now discuss a few important consequences of the above estimates related to two
of the main concepts underlying the ETH approach: the PDP (3.8) and the notion of
an event that actually happens.
(i) The estimate of Theorem 5.2 can be understood as a loss of access to information.
In order to explain the connection, we consider the situation that I_px˜q is chosen
as the future light cone of a point x˜ in the time-like future of x (see Figure 2).
Then for any point z in the open diamond I_pxqXI^px˜q, the wave functions in the
image of the operator F εpzq (given by (5.4)) are wave packets which at time z0 are
as far as possible “concentrated” at the spatial point ~z. As a consequence, in the
limit εŒ 0 these wave functions become singular on the null cone centered at z.
In other words, the wave functions have a significant high-frequency component
which propagates almost with the speed of light. The information carried by this
component of the wave is no longer accessible by the operators in the algebra
Wε,_px˜q. The estimate (5.3) can be understood as a quantitative version of this
argument. Indeed, the factor ε
3
2 comes about by estimating the norm of the wave
propagating along the arrows in Figure 2.
We remark for clarity that, in view of spatial localization and frequency split-
ting as made precise by Hegerfeldt’s theorem, the above wave functions of negative
frequency always have “tails” which do not propagate almost with the speed of
light. Moreover, as we consider massive fields, the wave will involve components
which propagate with subluminal speed. However, as is made precise by the
above estimates, by decreasing ε the contribution by the tails and by the sublu-
minal contributions can be made arbitrarily small compared to the high-frequency
contribution.
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(ii) The above discussion can be summarized formally in a more mathematical lan-
guage as
F εpzq P
`
W
ε,_px˜q
˘1
“
`
E
ε,_
M px˜q
˘1
(approximately as εŒ 0) for any z P I_pxq X I^px˜q ,
where by “approximately as εŒ 0” we mean that we disregard all terms involving
positive powers of ε (as on the right side of (5.3)). Indeed, keeping in mind that
F εpzq PWε,_px˜q “ Eε,_M pxq for any z P I
_pxq X I^px˜q ,
this implies that
F εpzq P Eε,_M pxq X
`
E
ε,_
M px˜q
˘1
(approximately as εŒ 0) for any z P I_pxq X I^px˜q .
The commutators of the elements of tF εpzq | z P I_pxq X I^px˜qu are expected to
involve contributions which do not vanish in the limit εŒ 0; an explicit example is
the commutator rF εpzq, F εpz˜qs if z and z˜ are lightlike separated. Even though we
are focussing on spacetime restricted future algebras, the above properties show
some similarities with the second statement in the PDP (3.8).
(iii) Consider again two points x and x˜ in Minkowski space as in point (i) or (ii). By
construction, it follows that the corresponding future algebras are included one
into the other Wε,_px˜q ĎWε,_pxq. This inclusion is proper,
W
ε,_px˜q ĹWε,_pxq .
This is a consequence of Theorem 5.3. Indeed, using the incompatibility of the
estimates in the two statements of Theorem 5.3, an operator Aεf P W
ε,_pxq with f
supported in a sufficiently small neighborhood which intersects the future null
cone centered at x˜ (as in the second statement of Theorem 5.3) cannot belong to
Wε,_px˜q.
It is worth mentioning that the proper inclusion just discussed remains true
in the limit ε Œ 0 when the regularization is removed. In order to explain this
in more detail, we remark that the algebra AεΩ defined in Definition 5.1 can be
proven to converge element-wise to well-defined unregularized” algebras AΩ in
the limit ε Œ 0 (this is explained in detail in [26, Section 5]). Introducing the
unregularized future algebra
W
_pxq :“ AI_pxq ,
it can then be shown that, similar as in the regularized case above,
W
_px˜q ĹW_pxq .
In conclusion, we see that the spacetime restricted future algebras of time-like
separated points are properly included one into the other. This is true also in the
limit ε Œ 0, in agreement with the first statement in the PDP (3.8) (again, we
remark that here we are focussing on the spacetime restricted future algebras).
(iv) The estimate of the commutator in Theorem 5.2 also holds in the particular case
when Ω is chosen as the open future light cone I_pxq. To some extent, the
discussion in point (i) also applies in the degenerate case x˜ “ x. Since
F εpxq PWε,_pxq “ Eε,_M pxq
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and
F εpxq P
`
W
ε,_pxq
˘1
“
`
E
ε,_
M pxq
˘1
(approximately as εŒ 0) ,
we conclude that the point F εpxq belongs to the center of its own spacetime
restricted future algebra
F εpxq P
`
E
ε,_
M pxq
˘1
X Eε,_M pxq (approximately as εŒ 0) .
This can be interpreted as follows:
The operator F εpxq belongs to the center of
the spacetime restricted future algebra.
In this sense, the operator F εpxq, which can be interpreted as a potential event
in its own future, share some features with the notion of an event that happens,
as introduced in Definition 3.4.
We finally remark that, when interpreting the above results, one should always keep
in mind that the algebras in Minkowski space describe the non-interacting Minkowski
vacuum. Therefore, all phenomena for which an interaction is essential (like Born’s
rule or the “collapse” of the wave function in a measurement process or when ETH
events happen) cannot be analyzed in these examples.
6. Outlook
In this section we shall discuss the prospects of CFS theory for interacting quantum
systems. Since this is the subject of ongoing research (for some first steps, see [17, 22]),
we can only provide a tentative discussion of these matters, trying to indicate where
further research might lead one to. Thus, our discussion is necessarily speculative.
Before beginning to compare the material in Section 5 with the ETH approach,
we point out that the research initiated in [22] might indicate that CFS theory will
give rise to an (interacting) Quantum Field Theory if the causal action principle is
analyzed for general nonlinear perturbations of measures describing Minkowski space.
In particular, in [22] it is shown that, in the so-called holomorphic approximation, the
dynamics predicted by such measures can be described by a unitary time evolution on
Fock space. One of the tasks is thus to justify the holomorphic approximation. The
strategy is to use a procedure called microscopic mixing which was first introduced
in [13]. This procedure starts with N copies of Minkowski space with different field
configurations. Each of them is encoded in a measure satisfying the Euler-Lagrange
equations of a causal fermion system, as discussed in Section 2. One then takes a convex
combination of these N measures. In [15, Section 1.5.3] it is argued that this procedure
decreases the causal action. Therefore, the resulting measure is a good candidate for
an approximate minimizer. By perturbing this measure (as is done systematically
in [17, Sections 5 and 8]), one can decrease the causal action further to obtain again
a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations. Clearly, the resulting measure has a very
complicated structure. The goal is to describe it effectively by a density operator on
the tensor product of a bosonic and fermionic Fock space. Further details need to be
worked out.
To conclude, we wish to draw the readers’ attention to two aspects regarding the
connection between CFS theory and the ETH approach to QT worth thinking about.
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The first aspect concerns the description of time evolution. In the ETH approach,
the (Heisenberg picture) dynamics of operators is deterministic; (it is given by a semi-
group of ˚-endomorphisms from algebras Eět to subalgebras Eět1 , for t
1 ą t). The
dynamics of states is, however, fundamentally probabilistic; it is deterministic only as
long as no event happens, whereas if an event happens the change in the state of the
system can only be predicted probabilistically. In contrast, as already mentioned in
Section 4.4.2, it has been proven in [7] that, in CFS theory, the dynamics of linearized
perturbations of measures describing the Minkowski vacuum is well-posed and hence
deterministic, provided that the hyperbolicity conditions hold. As discussed in Sec-
tion 4.4.3, this major difference might disappear if the nonlinear dynamics of causal
fermion systems is analyzed. Indeed, it is conceivable that the nonlinear time evolution
described by the causal action principle might “trigger a collapse” of the state vector
leading to a probabilistic time evolution, just as in the ETH approach. A preliminary
proposal in this direction is made in [35, Chapter 5]. Following the procedure in [22],
such nonlinear evolutions can only be described within the many-particle formalism
of Quantum Field Theory. This is in accordance with the ETH approach, where it is
argued that a consistent extension of quantum theory apt to describe measurements
is necessarily a quantum theory of systems with infinitely many degrees of freedom
exhibiting interactions and many-particle effects.
The second aspect is related to the dichotomy between past and future in the ETH
approach and to how one might think of events in CFS theory. The clear distinction
between past and future is a characteristic feature of the ETH approach. The past
consists of all events that actually happened, while the future should be thought of as
the ensemble of all potential events that might happen. Clearly not everything that
might happen in the future will happen, i.e., while the past is factual, the future is
probabilistic. This raises the question of how one might be able to account for these
features in CFS theory, and of what might have to be modified to accommodate them?
In [22] it is shown that non-linear perturbations can be associated to a state in a Fock
space. The ETH approach teaches us that the state of a system changes nonlinearly
when an event occurs. This suggests that one may want to investigate the following
modification of CFS theory: One may attempt to split the universal measure ρ into
two pieces
ρ “ ρpast ` ρfuture ,
where ρpast represents the unique history of the system and ρfuture describes a mixture
of all possible futures. The minimization in the causal action principle is then carried
out for variations of ρfuture, with ρpast fixed, and the minimization is over all measures
ρfuture in the future of ρpast in F, defined as follows (similar constrained variational
principles have been studied mathematically in [19]).
Definition 6.1. (Future of ρpast)
F
_pρpastq :“
"
x P F
ˇˇˇˇ
xy spacelike or
xy causal and Cpx, yq ą 0
@y P supppρpastq
*
When an event occurs, a piece of one of the possible futures in the microscopic mixing
corresponding to ρfuture is added to ρpast, and the action principle then determines
a new ρfuture. This gives a change in the state as required when an event occurs in
the ETH approach to QT. The history of the universe, i.e., spacetime with all the
structures therein, is built, event by event, from a probabilistic future. It is unclear,
at present, whether in such a scenario one should think of events as being represented
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by individual spacetime point operators or by collections thereof. This is partially due
to the fact that we switch back and forth between a fundamental description, on the
side of causal fermion systems, and effective descriptions. It will require a substantial
amount of further research to put these ideas on firm grounds.
7. Conclusion
In the present paper we have given an overview of the state of research regarding
the compatibility of CFS theory with the ETH approach to QT.
We have presented an introduction to both frameworks and their mathematical
structures, explaining that each of them addresses one conceptual problem in funda-
mental theoretical physics. It turns out that there are substantial similarities between
the two theories. However, there are also some important, although quite subtle dif-
ferences. We have presented the structural similarities and differences in a detailed
overview in order to lay a basis for the subsequent discussion of recent mathematical
results. The survey of these recent mathematical results shows that the relationship
between the two theories is quite subtle even in the most simple example of a causal
fermion system describing the Minkowski vacuum. Given the current status of re-
search, a definitive answer to the question whether the two theories can be merged
to a complete and consistent theory unifying QT with a theory of Gravitation can
obviously not be given, yet.
In the last section we have discussed a number of suggestions regarding possible
future strategies to reach this goal. These suggestions are, however, rather speculative
and should be taken with a grain of skepticism.
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